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In this paper, a practical force model for the deburring process 
is first presented. It will be shown that the force model is more 
general than Kazerooni's model and it is suitable for both up- 
cut and down-cut grinding. In terms of  this force model, an 
algorithm of burr detection by using a 2D vision image is 
proposed. In the burr detection algorithm, the relevant data of 
burrs, such as frequency, cross-section area, and height are 
simplified so that they are functions of the burr contour only. 
Then, a fast tracking method of the burr contour (BCTM) is 
developed to obtain the contour data. Experiments show that 
the BCTM of this passive (i.e. without lighting) image system 
can be as fast as 18.2 Hz and its precision is 0.02 mm, so on- 
line burr detection and control by using the vision sensor is 
feasible. 
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1. Introduction 

Most machining processes can produce raised edges or burrs 
on machined surfaces. Burrs not only affect the appearance 
and performance of products but also can cause inconvenience 
during machining; thus, deburring is imperative in a machining 
process. Recently, robots have been used in the deburring 
process to improve the efficiency of machining and the quality 
of products. In other words, robotic deburring may become 
a key technology to provide an advanced manufacturing 
system for high quality. 

In the robotic deburring process, it is necessary to feedback 
to the robot the data of the force, the position, and the burr. 
Owing to the use of rotary files and grinders in the robotic 
deburring process, the deburring process is an analogy to a 
grinding process. Although Rubenstein [1] proposed the 
mechanics of grinding, the model is too complicated to 
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implement. In order to facilitate the controller design and the 
burr measurement in the process, it is desired to develop a 
feasible force model for the up-cut and down-cut grinding 
processes. Also, the data of burrs should be carefully modified 
from 2D image information. 

Owing to the irregularity and the large variation of size, it 
is difficult to measure burrs. If touch sensors are used to 
measure the data of burrs, the measurement is easily disturbed 
by surrounding burrs. Similarly, if an active vision system, in 
which the structured light of laser beams or other light sources 
with longer wavelengths are used, is adopted to measure the 
burrs, the phenomena of interference and diffraction easily 
occur. The passive vision system used in this paper neither 
contacts the burr nor causes the phenomenon of interference. 

First, this paper proposes a force model of the deburring 
process. The model is based on the linear function of the 
cross-section area of the burr and the height of the burr. 
Next, two types of burr models are constructed for the 2D 
image system. The frequency, the cross-section area, and the 
height of the burr will be functions of the burr contour. Then 
a burr detection algorithm using the passive 2D image is 
proposed. In the algorithm, a fast tracking method of the 
burr contour (BCTM) is developed to obtain the contour 
data. Finally, an experiment is performed to justify the 
proposed algorithm. The experiment indicates that the speed 
of the BCTM can be up to 18.2 Hz with a measurement 
precision of 0.02 mm. 

2. Mechanics of Deburring Processes 

Rubenstein [1] divided the cutting force in grinding into the 
chip formation force, the force component arising from the 
finite radius of curvature of the cutting edge, the friction 
force between the flank wear land and the workpiece, the 
force for grains to cut the workpiece, the force for grains to 
plough the workpiece, and the friction force between the 
wheel bond and the workpiece material. In the actual grinding 
case, the classification of the above-mentioned cutting forces 
is quite complicated and each of the classification items is 
difficult to obtain. During the deburring process, the ploughing 
force is so small that it can be neglected. In general, the 
cutting force can be simply represented by the friction force 
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and the chip formation force [2]. When there is no chip 
formation, the grinding process becomes a pure friction 
process owing to the small normal force. Alternatively, the 
grinding process becomes a pure chip formation process at 
which point there is either no friction force or the friction 
force is much smaller than the chip formation force. Hence, 
the force model for deburring processes can be obtained as 
(see Appendix) 

2 o(v. 1 F, = ~ -  \ - ~ ]  Awo,k + 2Kfa,ootL (1) 

2,Ko(v. 1 /7, = ~ -  \~} Awork + 2lxKfa,ootL (2) 

Equat!ons (1) and (2) denote the force model of the 
grinding process. This force model has several features: 

1. It is more general than Kazerooni's force model [2-6]; 
i.e. Kazerooni's force model is a special case of equations 
(1) and (2). Note that Kazerooni's force model is 

Zw = / ~ , ~ ( F , ~  - F0) 

FttK) = IJ'Fn(K) (3) 
Zw = VwA,.,,o,k 

/ ~  = K2V, 

where Fo is the threshold thrust force; F.(K) is the normal 
grinding force of Kazerooni's model; F, tK ) is the tangential 
grinding force of Kazerooni's model; K2 is the specific 
metal-removal parameter per wheel speed; Zw is the metal- 
removal rate; and /~w is the metal-removal parameter. 
Thus, 

l(V.) 
F, CK) = ~ ~., Awork + Fo (4) 

Ft(K) = qbF,(K) (5) 

By comparing equations (4) and (5) with equations (1) 
and (2), it can be seen that Kazerooni's force model is a 
special case of equations (1) and (2) with tx = + and Fo 
= constant. 

2. The values of Kc, Cf, Ix, dp in equations (1) and (2) can 
be evaluated by experiment. 

3. Equations (1) and (2) can be applied to both up-cut 
grinding and down-cut grinding (see Appendix). However, 
the values of F~ and Fh vary for different cutting cases. 

3 .  B u r r  M o d e l s  

The force model in equations (1) and (2) describes the 
characteristics of the deburring surface. The characteristics of 
burrs are related to the force model through A,~o,k and ato m, 
In practice, a limitation on the range of the tool operating 
frequency should be imposed [7-10]; i.e. fr < f~oot < ]'b .... 
where fbur, is the frequency of the burr, f~ is the first resonant 
frequency of the robot, and ftoo~ is the resonant frequency of 
the end-effector at the normal direction. In order to accurately 
control the deburring force during the deburring process, the 
information of burrs should be feedback. Namely Awo,k, a,oo, 
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Fig. t .  The configuration of  the parabolic burr. 

and ]'burr need to be detected. But fburr can be calculated from 
Abut, (xi) and Awork = Abur, + Achamfer, where Aburr is the 
cross-section area of the burr and Achamf~r is the cross-section 
area of the chamfer. Thus, only Abu, and aroot need be 
detected. Since only the  2D image is used, for the sake of 
fast computation, Abu,~ will not be detected directly. Therefore, 
it is desired to develop suitable burr models for the calculation 
of A~,,~ and a,oo,. Two types of burr models will be considered, 
i.e. the parabolic burr and the circular burr. 

Consider the case of the parabolic burr. From the geometric 
relation in Fig. 1, the thickness of the root of the burr, Wroo, 
is 

W,oo,(xi) = ka,oo,(xi) 
Thus, we obtain 

Aburr(Xi)  = ~aroot(Xi)Wroot(Xi) = ~.ka2oo,(Xi) (6) 

where k is a constant for the parabolic burr. The parabolic 
burr model is suitable for most machining cases. 

Next, the case of the circular burr is considered. From the 
geometric relation in Fig. 2, the radius of the burr, r, is 
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w 
Fig. 2. The configuration of the circular burr. 
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r(x,)  = k ,  afoot(x,) 

Then, the angle of the burr (k2) and the root df the burr 
(w,oot) are 

k2 = c o s - l [ ( r ( x i )  - a,oot(xi)) lr(xi)]  = cos-][(kl - 1)/kl] 

Wroot(Xi) = 2r(x i )s ink2 = 2klsink2aroot(Xi) = k3a,oot(xi) 

Hence, we obtain 

A b , , ( x i )  = 1/2r 2 (xi)k2 - l l2w,oot (x i )[r (x i )  - a,oot(xi)] 

= 1 / 2 [ k 2 k 2 -  k3 (k ,  - 1)]a~oot(Xi) 

Namely, 

A b , , ( x , )  = 1/2k,a2oot(xi) (7) 

Note that k ] , k 2 , k 3 , k 4  are constants for the circular burr. The 
circular burr model can be used to cast the welding bead. 

From the above developments, it is clear that Ab,r,(x~) is 
a function of a,oot(x~) only. Hence, the burr height aroot(x~) 
is the only data that needs to be detected. However, 

a~oo,(X,) = yb(x,) - y.(x,) (8) 

where yb(X,') is the contour of the burr detected by the 2D 
image system and y , ( x i )  is the contour of the workpiece. The 
contour of the workpiece y , ( x i )  can be computed from yb(xi)  
by the least-square method or can be input in advance. Thus, 
fburr, Wroot(Xi), and Aburr(Xi) c a n  be obtained from a,oot(Xi), 
and aroot(Xi) can be computed from yb(xi). In other words, 
yb(xi) is the only data needed to be acquired by the 2D 
passive vision system. 

4. Algorithm for Burr Detection 

The passive vision system neither contacts the burr nor causes 
the phenomenon of interference. In addition, the processing 
of a 2D image is much faster than that of a 3D image. 
Therefore, a passive system with a 2D image is used to detect 
the burr's information. The block diagram of the burr detection 
system is shown in Fig. 3. The functions of the block diagram 
are described as follows. 

4.1 Hardware of the Image System 

The 2D image is grabbed by the IM-1280 system developed 
by Matrox Inc. The IM-1280 system consists of a RTP (Real 
Time Processor) board with a 4 MB frame buffer, an IM- 
ASD board for the RS170 B/W input video frame grabber, 
and a baseboard for display and system controllers. These 
cards are plugged into the slots of a PC-AT. In addition, a 
PULNIX B/W CCD camera with a magnification lens is used. 

4.2 Thresholding Methods of the Image System 

There are many thresholding methods for taking the binary 
image [11-18]. This paper uses a maximum histogram valley 
method to find the proper threshold value [19]. In the 
maximum histogram valley method, the histogram of a picture 
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Fig. 3. The block diagram of burr detection by using 
image. 
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is first obtained. Next, each valley in the histogram is found 
by eight grey levels. Then, the quantities between any two 
adjacent valleys are summed up. Finally, the grey level of 
the middle valley between the first two largest sums is chosen 
as the required threshold value. This method is performed 
only for the first image picture to acquire the proper threshold 
value; thereafter, this threshold is used for all later pictures. 
The thresholding procedure of the maximum histogram valley 
method is very fast and was quite successful in our experiments. 

4.3 Smoothing Methods of the Image System 

The detection of the burr is greatly affected by the pepper- 
and-salt noise in the image [13,20]. This paper adopts two 
ways to remove the pepper-and-salt noise, viz. the morphology 
method and the length method. In the morphology method, 
the binary image is processed several times by erosion and 
dilation operations with respect to 4-connected neighbours. 
First, a 3 x 3 convolution of the local minimum is performed 
three times on the image followed by a 3 x 3 convolution of 
the local maximum three times. Next, a 3 x 3 convolution 
of the local maximum is performed three times on the image, 
which is again followed by a 3 • 3 convolution of the local 
minimum three times. Although the morphology method 
takes -~ s, it is required only for the first image picture. In 
the length method, the burr contour is obtained through the 
burr detection algorithm. If the length of the detected burr 
is too small, it is ignored and the address of P (refer to the 
burr detection algorithm) is reset to the first point of the 
burr, then the burr detection algorithm is resumed. 
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4.4 Algorithm for Burr Detection 

From the development of burr models, Aburr(Xi) and f h , ,  
depend only on a~oot(xi) and aroot(Xi) = yb(xl) - yw(xi). 
Furthermore, the contour of the workpiece yw(x~) is known 
a priori or it can be computed from yb(x~) by the least-squares 
method. Thus, the complete burr data can be computed from 
the burr contour yb(xi) as long as it is known. 

For detecting the contour of the burr, the contour- 
following method given in [19], which is only suitable for 
the closed contour and uni-direction (either clockwise or 
counterclockwise), must be modified to adapt to the situation 
of open contour and mixed directions. Therefore, a burr 
contour tracking method (BCTM) is proposed. Consider the 
range of the window from (xt,yt) to (x2,Y2) on the binary 
image, as shown in Fig. 4. E and O in the figure represent 
the grey levels of the environment and the object, respectively. 
A 3 x 3 mask, as given in Fig. 5, will be used in the BCTM. 
In Fig. 5, P represents the address of the point concerned 
and U, D, R, and L represent the addresses of the neighbours 
of P. The 4-connected neighbourhood processing method will 
be used in the algorithm. Thus, the BCTM algorithm can be 
described in terms of C-language format as follows 

1. E = *(x, .y,) ;  P = (x, .y,) ;  

2. whi le(( .P = =  E)&&(P(y)! = Ya)) {P = D;} 

3. whi le(( .P = =  E)&&(P(x)! = x2)) {P(x)  = P(x) + 1; 
P(y) = y~; goto 2;} 

4. while(*U! = E) {P = U;} 

5. record P; 

6. whi le((,U = =  E)&&(,D = =  E) ) { ,P  = E; delete P; 
P = L;} 

{xl .Yl)  

J ~ .  

./..  

.Yz) 

Fig. 4. The binary image of the burr and its environment for the 
BCTM (Burr Contour Tracking Method). 

IL RI 
Fig. 5. The mask for the BCTM. 

7. if(-R! = E) {P = R; while(.U! = E) {P = U; } }  
e lse{P = R; whi le(.D = =  E) {P = D ; } }  

8. record P; if (P(x)! = x2) goto 6; else stop; 

Note that .P  denotes the grey level of  the address P; P(x) 
is the x-address of P; and P(y) is the y-address of  P. In step 
1, the grey level of the environment E is obtained and the 
address of P is assigned. Then, the first point of the contour 
of the burr is obtained from steps 2-5. Finally, the complete 
contour of  the burr in the range of  the window from (x t , y l )  
to (x2,Y2) can be detected from steps 6-8. 

The advantages of  BCTM are: 

1. The grey level of the object need not be known a priori. 
2. The noise of a line can be removed. 

3. The connected problem of  the contours of  the burr in two 
adjacent images can be handled. 

4.5 Coordinate Transformation 

The disparity coordinates of the burr data must be transformed 
into the real coordinates for the practical control of the 
deburring process [19]. In order to save computation time, a 
linear relation is used between the disparity coordinates and 
the real coordinates. The linear coordinate transformation is 

Xr  i = ( lXd  i ~t- bydi + c (9) 

y .  = dxdi + eyai + f (10) 

where [x.,y,~] are the real coordinates of the ith image pixel; 
[xj~,ya~] is the disparity coordinates of the ith image pixel; 
and a, b, c, d, e, f are the six parameters of the 2-dimensional 
transformation matrix. Since this transformation is linear, the 
transformation matrix 

[~b~]e 

can be easily solved from three pixel points and the computation 
takes only a short time. If the three pixel points are apart 
from one another and the angle between any two line segments 
formed by the three points is large enough, the precision of 
the coordinate transformation is good. In other words, the 
three points should not be colfinear; otherwise, the inverse 
does not exist. 

4.6 Computation of the Data of the Burr 

The burr height of the real coordinates, aroo~(Xl), is obtained 
by the BCTM algorithm and the coordinate transformation. 
The frequency of the burr (fburr) can be found by applying 
FFT to the aroo,(Xi), and the cross-section area of the burr 
(Ab.rr(Xi)) can be solved from either equation (6) or equation 
(7). 

By using the  above algorithm, the required burr 's data of 
aroot(X~), Abu.(X~), and fburf can be obtained through the 
coordinate transformation and the FFT. The data can be 
incorporated with a suitable controller to perform accurate 
deburring tasks. 
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Fig. 6. The vision system for burr detection. 

5. Experiment 

The proposed image system uses a PC AT-386-25 equipped 
with an IM-1280 card, as shown in Fig. 6. The PC AT-386 
does not have a coprocessor and runs on MS-DOS 3.3. The 
workpiece is an aluminium alloy. It is machined by a milling 
process, and the resultant burrs are rollover burrs (see Fig. 7). 
Hence, the parabolic burr model can be used to approximate 
the burrs. The burr length is about 66 mm and the burr radius 
is about 0.01 mm. 

The burr size on the image, as shown in Fig. 8, has been 
magnified by the magnifying lens to about 30 times the size 
of the original burr. Although each image picture can be 
represented by 480 x 512 pixels, only the 174 x 360 pixels 
in the centra area of the screen are used. This is due to the 
linearity requirement in the coordinate transformation. Since 
an image picture with 2 mm in height and 6 mm in width is 
represented by 174 x 360 pixels, the precision of the visual 
burr is about 0.016 mm/pixel. For each image frame, 360 
pixels are processed by the BCTM for the burr contour. This 
process takes no more than 1/18.2 s, i.e. the speed of the 
BCTM is 18.2 Hz per image frame. 

The mesh diagram for the detected burr is shown in Fig. 9. 
The size and form is comparable to that of the actual burr. 
The burr height, the burr thickness and the cross-section area 
of the burr are shown in Figs. 10-12. These figures are similar 

Fig. 7. The prototype of the rollover burr. 

Fig. 8. The images of detected burrs. 

Fig. 9. The mesh diagram of the burr detected. 
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Fig. 10. The profile of the height of the burr detected. 
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in appearance, but their meanings and vertical scales are 
different. From these figures, we know that the maximum 
burr height, burr thickness, burr area, and burr length are 
2.0 mm, 0.02 mm, 0.0267 mm 2, and 66 mm, respectively. 

The range of the burr frequency will affect the control and 
the design of the end-effector for the deburring process. The 
DFT power spectrum of the burr with workpiece speed 1I, 
= 100 mm/s is shown in Fig. 13. The power spectrum indicates 
the quantity of the burr which occurs at some fixed frequency. 
From Fig. 13, the main burr frequencies are located at 1.64, 
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Fig. 11. The profile of the thickness of the burr detected. 
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6.58, 8.22, 11.78, and 18.36 Hz, i.e. most of burrs cluster in 
the frequency range below 20 Hz. This data is very useful in 
the controller design. 

6. Conclusion 

This paper proposes a passive vision system using a 2D image 
to detect the burr. The burr detection is primarily based on 
a burr  contour-tracking method by using a burr  model 
developed from a practical deburring force model. According 
to the experimental results, the processing speed of the burr 
detecting algorithm can be up to 18.2 Hz. In addition, the 
precision of the measurement of this system is 0.016 ram. 
This implies that the system is suitable for on-line burr 
detection and control. The experimental results show that the 
proposed vision system is an effective way to detect all data 
needed for the deburring processes. Though the experiment 
was performed only on the rollover burr, the system can be 
applied to all kinds of burrs. A robotic deburring system 
using this detection mechanism is under  development. 
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Fig. 12. The profile of the cross-section area of the burr detected. 
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Fig. 13. The power spectrum of the burr detected. 
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Appendix. Derivation of Force Models for Deburring 
Processes 

Werner [21] proposed the following two functions to derive the force 
model for the grinding process: 

a ? l "  

= - - C i  -~ "~ -- (A2) Q(I) A, ~ V~) ~D} lk 

where Nay" is the number of engaged cutting edges per wheel surface; 
Q is the magnitude of the individual chip cross-section in the contact 
zone; A, is a proportional factor; a is the cutting depth; Cj is the 
static cutting edge density; D is the equivalent wheel diameter; l is 
the variable of the contact length; I~ is the contact length between 
the wheel and the workpiece; while a and [3 are the exponential 
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constants to describe the edge distribution: When a ~ D, the force 
model of the grinding process becomes 

fl I k 

F. = KoJo Nay.U). [a(l)]"dl 

[ V  \211(l+n)+atl--n)l/2 --I [ a \ l a + n t l - - a ) l t 2  
= - n  - n  �9 w 2,,oA.' 'iv.) /D) 

X 1~ "1 "+ "~  - - )1  Ji* l ~  

A~-" (V,~ . . . .  [ a ~t,+,(,-,,,,2 
= K ~  \D/ 

x I~-I ~ + " o  ~)1 l~, . . . .  ( t - . )  

(V A . . . .  (a V '  = KoKC? ~ ]  ~b] (aD)' 

(v A .... = KoKC'~ \ V~] a'O ~ -" (A3) 

where l, = V[(D/2) 2 - (0 /2  - a) 2] = ~ a z) = (V'~aD); e = 
[(1 + n) + a(1 - n)]/2, ~, = [3(1 - n); K = A~-"Ie; Ko is the 
specific contact force per contact length; while n is the exponential 
constant to describe the cutting process and n = 1 for the pure chip 
formation process, but n = 0 for the pure friction process. 

However, equation (A3) should be modified when the cutting 
depth is significant compared to the wheel diameter [22]. In order 
to take into account the depth of cut, Nay, and Q in equations (A1) 
and (A2) should be modified so that they are functions of the contact 
angle. Namely, 

Vw = a ~2 sin0 " 

2 [V \~-"[aVt-")'2/sinO\ 
C ? ~  . .  _ _ _  

Q ( O )  = ~ ~ V,) ~D) t s in0J  (A5) 

where I = D sin0/2, lk = Dsinek/2. 
Since the cutting force is the sum of the chip formation force and 

the friction force, and the specific normal chip formation force per 
active grain is KtQ, the normal grinding force per active grain (f ,)  
and the tangential grinding force per active grain (f,) can be 
formulated as follows [3, 22-27; 1, 6, 28; 29-31] 

f.(O) = (K,Q(O) + 5P)Na,.(O) (A6) 

.f,(0) = [qbKtQ(0) + ~@INa,~(0) (A7) 

where K~ is the specific chip formation force per contact length; 
is the average contact pressure;~ is the actual contact area between 
the wheel and the workpiece; 8P is the specific normal friction force 
per active grain; V- is the ratio of the specific tangential friction force 
to the specific normal friction force; and (b is the ratio of the specific 
tangential chip formation force to the specific normal chip formation 
force, For the deburring process, cx = 0, [3 = �89 Substitute equations 
(A4) and (A5) into equations (A6) and (A7), we obtain 

a t 

[ V . . . \ [ \ a  t 
f t (O)=2dpKtt~) t~)  sinO/sinOk + p.A,C,B" (A9) 

For the up-cut grinding case (see Fig. A1), the vertical grinding force 
F, and the horizontal force Fh can be obtained as 

F~ = JS* If,(0) cos0 - f,(O) sin0]dO 

a I . 
= KI ( - ~ )  ( ~ )  [slnOk -- qb(Ok/sin0k -- COS0k)] 

+ 6-PA,C~ [sin0k - 0.(1 - COS0k)] (A10) 
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Fig. AI.  The configuration of up-cut grinding. 
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Fig. A2. The configuration of down-cut grinding. 

F.  = I'~ [f.(0)sin0 + f~(O)eos0]d0 

a ! . 
= KI ( ~ s )  ( ~ )  [d~slnOk + (Ok/Sin0k -- COS0k)] 

+ (PA . C~  [lasin0k + (1 -- cos0k)] ( A l l )  

In addition, the normal grinding force F.  and the tangential grinding 
force F, are obtained as follows 

F. = Fvcos0m + Fhsin0,. 

a i 
= K I  (~) (O){[Oksin0m/s inOk + sin(0k-- Ore)] 

+ 4'[COS(0k -- 0m) -- 0kCOS0=/sin0k]} 

+ 8PC~ {[sin0m + sin(0k -- 0=)] 

+ la.[eos(0k -- 0m) -- COS0=]} (A12) 

F, = FhCOS0.. - F,.sin0,. 

- [cos(0k - 0=) - 0k~se=/sin0kl} 

+ 8PA.C~{l~[sin0~ + sin(Sk -- 0m)] 

- [ c o s ( 0 .  - 0 = )  - c o s 0 = l }  ( A 1 3 )  

Similarly, we have the following equations for the down-cut grinding 
case (see Fig. A2), 

F. = j ] ,  (f.(0)cos8 + f,(0)sin0)d0 

+ 8-PA,C~ [sin0k + p,(1 -- COS0k)] (AI4)  

F, = j2k ( - f , (0)s in0  +A(0)cos0)d0 

V~ a J . 

+ 6-PA.C~[p.sinOk + (1 - cosOk)] (A15) 

F. = F~cosOm - F.sinOm 

- -  ( ~ [ e o s ( 0  k - -  0 m )  - -  0kCOS0=/sin0k]} 

+ 6gAnc~([sin0m + sin(0k - 0m)] 

- M c o s ( 0 .  - 0 . 3  - cos0 . . ]}  ( A 1 6 )  

Ft = FhCOS0= + FvsinOm 

V~ a t . . 

+sin(0k - 0=)] + [cos(0 k - 0,~) - 0kCOS0=sin0k]} 

+ gPA.C~{~[sin0m + sin(0k - 0m)] 

+ [ c o s ( 0 k  - Ore) -- COS0=] } (A17) 

By examining equations (A10) to (A17), we can see that the 
expressions for Fv, Fh, F. and F, are very complicated. From the 
experimental experience, the depth of cut a is no larger than 1.5 mm 
and the equivalent diameter of the grinding wheel D is about 20 mm. 
In addition, 1 - cos0k = 2a/D <_ 0.15. Therefore, Fv and Fh cannot 
be simplified. On the other hand, F. and F, can be further simplified. 

Since the total cutting force is exerted at 0 = 0=, the mean rotating 
angle 0= = 0k/2 from the geometrical relation in Fig. A3. In addition, 

D s!n e k k 

1 
D 
2 

Fig. A3. The geometric relation of Ok. 



~D0 k = ~/{([Dsin0k)-" + (�89 - ~Dcos0k) 2 } 

Dividing both sides of the above equation by �89 leads to 

Ok = X/'[sin-'0k + (1 -- COS0k) 2] 

= X/'(sin0k + 1 - 2COS0k + COS20k) 

= ",/(2 - 2COS0k) 

= V [ 2  - 2 ( � 8 9  - a)/~D] 
Thus, 

In addition, 

cos0~ = COS(0k -- 0m) = 0kCOS0k/sinOk 

and 

0ksin0~/sin0k + sin(0 k - %0  

= 2 %  = Ok --~ sin0~ + sin(0k -- 0m) 

Using the above relations in equations (A12),  (AI3) ,  (A16) and 
(A17), we obtain the following equations for both the down-cutting 
and the up-cutting cases. 

a --  t fl 

V~ a 

In fact, the actual contact area g, the specific chip formation force 
per contact length Kj,  and -PA,,C~ can be further simplified. From 
equation (A18),  the actual contact area g can be derived as 

g = �89 = tD2(a/D)  ~ L = (aD)~L (A.21) 

where L is the contact width between the wheel and the workpiece. 
Because the values of Kt and the depth of cut a depend on the 
cutting width w, the chip formation force should be modified as 

(,. / V ~ a ( w )  [ 
2 K ' ~ v . ) A  ..... (A22) j,, o -  = 

where K~ is the specific chip formation force per area; and Aw,,,k is 
the cross-section area in the contact zone during deburring, shown 
in Fig. A4. Furthermore,  we define the specific friction force per 
area, Kt, as 

K, ~ PA.C~ (A23) 

Note that the depth of cut a is equal to the burr height ar~,, shown 
in Fig. A5, in a deburring process. Substituting equations (A21) to 
(A23) into equations (A19) and (A20),  we finally have 

/ 
. burr hetght _-~ Acixarn fer 

/ / /  

-,,z~/_/ / / / / /~ /  /~..\ \ ~x'L\y 

burr th*ckness ~ 

-/ "V 

~ "  I . . . .  I e 

I 
Fig. A4. The typical cross-section of the burr. 
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Fig. A5. The description of the burr data. 
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F. = ~ -  A . . . .  + 2Kfa,,. ,tL (A24) 

F, O \ V~] Aw"k + 2v.Kra~,~,L (A.25) 

Equations (A24) and (A25) denote the force model of the grinding 
process. 

Nomenclature 

Abu~ 
Achamfer 
A,  
awork 

W 

WrexH 
a 

a t i l t  

C~ 
D 
d~ 
d~ 

F~ 
F, 
F. 
F, 
FnlK) 
Ft(K) 
F,, 
J:bu~ 
fo 
/, 
L 

K 

cross-section area of the burr 
cross-section area of the chamfer 
proportional factor 
cross section area in the contact zone while deburring 
Aw,,rk = Abu. + Achamfer 
cutting width 
thickness of the root of the burr 
depth of cut 
burr height 
a,,~,, = a(wr,~,,) 
static cutting edge density 
equivalent wheel diameter  
wheel diameter  
workpiece diameter  
D = dwds/(dw +- ds) 
D = d~ and dw --* ~ for the deburring process 
horizontal grinding force 
vertical grinding force 
normal grinding force 
tangential grinding force 
normal grinding force of the Kazerooni 's  model 
tangential grinding force of the Kazerooni 's  model 
threshold thrust force 
burr frequency 
normal grinding force per active grain 
tangential grinding force per active grain 
first resonant frequency of the robot 
resonant frequency of the end-effector at the normal 
direction 
exponential  constant for describing the edge distribution 
e = [(1 + n) + a(1 - n)] /2 
r = (1 + n)12 for et = 0 [21] 
proportional factor of the force model of the grinding 
process 
K = Al.-"lr 
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Ko 
K, 
v~ 
v .  
A .  
K~ 

g~ 
Kf 
k 
k~,k2,k3,k4 
L 

I 
t~ 
m 

N~,~ 
n 
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specific contact force per contact length 
specific chip formation force per contact length p 
wheel speed 
workpiece speed 
metal-removal parameter 
specific metal-removal parameter per wheel speed 
K 2 = A w / V  s Q 
specific chip formation force per area 
specific friction force per area r 
constant for the parabolic burr Z .  
constants for the circular burr ~,13,~' 
contact width between the wheel and the workpiece 
L is equal to the chamfer's hypotenuse length, or L = 
w,oo, when there is no chamfer 
contact length 
contact length between the wheel and the workpiece 
exponential constant for describing the edge shape It 
O - < m - < l  0 
m = 1 for the deburring process [21] Ok 
number of engaged cutting edges per wheel surface Om 
exponential constant for describing the cutting process O, 
O - < n - < l  ~b 
n = 1 for the pure chip formation process and n = 0 for 
the pure friction process [22] 

average contact pressure 
exponential constant for describing the relationship 
between the static cutting edge and the wheel surface 
depth 
1_<p_<2  
p = I for linear case [21] 
magnitude of the individual chip cross-section in the 
contact zone 
radius of the circular burr 
metal-removal rate 
exponential constants for describing the edge distribution 
[211 
c t = ( p - m ) / ( p + l )  ~ = O f o r m =  1 , p =  1 
(3 =p/ (p  + 1) 13 = �89 = 1 

=13(1 -n )  - / = l - n / 2 f o r 1 3 = � 8 9  
actual contact area between the wheel and the workpiece 
coefficient of the sliding friction 
variable of the contact angle 
maximum contact angle 
mean rotating angle 
half of the tip angle of the grains 
ratio of tangential chip formation force to the normal 
chip formation force. Usuihideji has pointed out that 4, 
= Ir/(4tanO,) [29] 


